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With regard to goals, Starbucks set a challenging and specific goal, and it allows all partners to decide the
direction. So we trained a bit. If Starbucks wants to keep this accomplishment than it has to motivate its
employees properly on a continue basis. Besides, it is also noted for its employee satisfaction. The lads on the
boat rubbed us down with axle grease and with a great scream we committed our bodies to the deep. Starbucks
offer a great deal of welfare policies: for example, a commodity discounts medical insurance and vacations.
When Alex and Stephanie were communicating with each other Dan enter and said, I thought that college
students were supposed to be smarter than this. Which referent an employee chooses will be influenced by the
information the employee holds about referents as well as by the attractiveness of the referent. Starbucks
offers an interactive structure that makes personnel throw themselves into their job. If all the reader here have
some knowledge on the topic of motivation, this case study would surely be of some value as well as
interesting to read. Some of job attitudes affect employees of organization in several ways. Both bosses are
different in nature and gets work done in their own manner. A sales representative, Howard Schultz, decided
to be a part of Starbucks, as director of marketing and retail sales, after he realized the atmosphere and
environment of the company. Rohit â€” Please do not tell me my duties and if you will not do this work on
priority now, I would report this incidence as misbehaviour to the plant manager. It is through this group that
the information is communicated to the rest of the workers. Job satisfaction is related to POS also. An
underwater gust rolled me over, and from then on, the channel churned me emetically around. But, here Alex
is working from two years and Denise is fresher than also Alex gets less salary than Denise. Maintain
excellent relationship: To ensure the goal accomplishment Starbucks should maintain a Page 9 good
relationship with both customers and its employees. The heartbroken Hero had the decency to hurl herself into
the Hellespont and the myth was born. Relating this case to organizational justice theory we can notice that
environment of justice is lacking somewhere from Dans side. Operator â€” I have been taking up all the job
immediately whenever you have asked. They use their cognition and relate themselves with other employees.
Delegating tasks: Once an employee has enough training that their ability to do the job is unquestioned,
manager will have to remind them that they are, in fact, empowered to do that job. There are many other
factors which are closely related with Job satisfaction. Same goes with Alex also. Starbucks has designed the
stores as the bridge between the workplace and home for the customers. Managers also pay attention to
employees through a communication channel. Whereas, smaller teams experience better work-life quality and
work outcomes. But both are working in different departments and reports different bosses. Moreover, he does
not treat his employees equally. Although store policy allowed employees 45 minutes for lunch, Dan often
pushed his employees to keep it to 30 minutes. There are different job attitudes at work place. The chief
executive officer of Starbucks corporation, Howard Schultz, considers that the reason for success in Starbucks
is not coffee but employees. The present plant mangager has seen Rohit grow from an apprentice to a
supervisor and is yet to reconcile with the change of responsbilities and designation of Rohit Sharma. Answer:
Job attitudes are of various types. Looking up, I could see the crenellations of Sestos castle on the gorse
covered hills of Asia. They Page 11 also work with sales team members in front line to narrow the gap
between them. This is a classic swim, but not a particularly difficult one. We never seemed to get faster or less
tired, but we did seem to get a bit thinner. Use this case study as a learning exercise. In all, job satisfaction and
attitude are closely related to level of stress in organisation. So, now it has become a complicated situation as
Rohit does not seems to be interested in the Motivational theories at all. Compared with them, the turnover
rate of Starbucks is much lower than other industries on average. The Hellespont Swim Motivation is often
best explained by reference to real examples.


